
TWO BANKS ONE RIVER  
 

The river flows on, serving both banks equally. 

Banks, that are sometimes identical, sometimes very different. 

It connects the two, it separates the two. 

Sometimes the river just passes through with no apparent function. 

 

Our country today has numerous interior spaces that are surplus. Educational institutions have 

unused learning spaces. The population of our country is also aging. At the same time the small 

number of young people embarking on new areas of work need to find suitable environments to 

stimulate their way of thinking, while at the same time maintain their links with the older generation 

who have valuable experiences to share. 

 

Could we embark on a project to bring these two BANKS – the Youth and the Senior Citizens – and 

connect them using the RIVER of the surplus spaces we have, so that these spaces and the two 

generations that they bring together get a new purpose that reduces their stagnation and 

destruction, and they continue their flow with a renewed purpose. 

 

The purpose of this competition is to address design as a multi-pronged intervention: 

Conservation and use of idle spaces,  

Understanding the social responsibility of integrating the mindsets of multiple generations and 

Addressing the needs of differently ‘abled’ persons. 

 

The exercise is to create a shared workplace in an out-of-use or under-utilised, available interior 

space. 

The interior space selected should be a single unit – class room – or such space large enough to 

accommodate a workspace  for two very different persons.  

These two persons must be from distinct generations of our population,  

Must have very different kinds of work and  

must also have some particular need resulting from a challenge -physical, way of life, personality.  

This is not a space for living but a shared space for work. Aspects of time-sharing, flexibility, blend of 

individual and dedicated areas along with common areas. 

 

The exercise will be judged based on: 

Appropriate selection of a space that needs to be revitalized, 

Understanding the personalities of persons that could be mutually enriched by sharing workspaces 

Interventions that showcase traditional and contemporary workplace features and the elements that 

integrate them. 

Design is not just aesthetics or functionality, but includes the sensitivity of being socially attentive to 

needs and evolve solutions that do not destroy the past, but create smooth transitions into the 

future without in any way having to compromise solutions. 

Solutions must address reduction of waste and efficient use of resources and energy. 

Most of all the space must be a RIVER that attempts to INTEGRATE its two BANKS – creating lessons 

that can then be replicated in other areas of society that need to build on  the need to “Bring 

Together” rather than “Keep Apart” the ONE RIVER AND ITS TWO BANKS. 


